
 

 

 

Vadym Savenko 

 

Personal Information 

 

Address: Kiev, Maxim Berlinskiy street, 31. Flat 53. 

Phone number: + (38) 066-512-66-43 

E-mail: savenko40@gmail.com  

Date of Birth: May 16th, 1970, Kiev (Ukraine) 

Nationality: Ukrainian 

 

Objective 

 

Hand-to-hand fight coach, masseur, stuntman, producer of tricks, choreographe, 

ballet-master, the stage plastic arts teacher. 

 

Education: 

 

1993-1997 - University of  physical education & sport. Qualification: Specialist in Law 

(M.A. degree in  physical education & sport). Faculty of Olympic sport and physical 

rehabilitation . Qualification: trainer on a hand-to-hand fight, instructor on a 

pentathlon, masseur, teacher of physical education. Copies of my Diploma (with 

Apostille) I will send by e-mail if it is requested.  

1998-2000 - Theatrical University. Bachelor, no diploma: have a professional CV as 

an actor as well as show reel and other promo material. 

mailto:savenko40@gmail.com


Work experience 

 

1997 - present time - Worked mostly as a masseur and  teacher of physical 

education. After finishing University I had an experience in working in field of beauty: 

different beauty salons, rehabilitation & fitness centres. 4 last work places are: 1) In 

the cinematograf field. Actor & stuntman, performing tricks and roles. 2) In sport 

field. Coach in a hand-to-hand combat, teaching students & adults. 3) Stage dancing 

production in the house of culture “Young Artemovetz”. 4) Healing massage (Slavian 

massage with the use of natural oils) individually. 

1993-1997 – Teacher of hand-to-hand fighting, instructor on a pentathlon, masseur, 

teacher of physical education. 

 

Current skills 

 

In the cinematograf I am already for 30 years. I am good at stunts, hand-to-hand 

fight, fencing and horse riding. I became to do choreography since 1998 when I was 

studying in the Theatrical University. Fields: social and folk dances (waltz, 

Argentinian tango, latin american dances, Ukrainian hopak). My goal is to realize 

myself in the movie industry and become a famous actor & stuntman. I am also 

considering an option of a dance teacher and a masseur. I also have professional 

interests in ethno-science: my grandfather was an ethno-healer and he taught me 

specific non-ordinary massage technique using different oils & balms on a basis of 

ancient recipes prepared of wild herbs. I master in martial arts, culture & traditions 

“SPAS” & “Hopak”, which are an integral part of human healing. 

 

Personal qualities 

 

• Broad-minded 

• Dependable 

• Determined 

• Professional in abovementioned specific fields 

 

 

 

  


